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About This Content

The F-5E was developed by Northrop Corporation in early 1970s. The light tactical fighter is an upgraded version based on
previous F-5A developments. The F-5s' combat role encompasses air superiority, ground support, and ground attack. Given its

mission flexibility, ease of operation, and low cost, the Tiger II has, and continues to serve, air forces across the globe.

The F-5Е is armed with two 20-mm М39-А3 cannons with 280 rounds per each cannon. The cannons are located in the nose
section, forward of the cockpit. Special deflectors are used to avoid compressor stall conditions caused by hot gas ingestion as a

bi-product of operating the M-39-A3. Each cannon is capable of firing at a rate of 1500 to 1700 rounds per minute.

Each wingtip incorporates a launcher rail capable of firing AIM-9 infrared-guided missiles.

Five hard points (one centerline pylon and four underwing pylons) allow the aircraft to carry different types of air-to-ground
weapons (bombs, cluster munitions, and rockets) 6,400 pounds (about 3000 kg) in total. In addition, illumination ammunition
and cargo containers can be attached. To increase flight duration and range, external fuel tanks can be attached to three hard
points (a centerline pylon and two inboard pylons). Maneuverability and speed can be maximized in combat by jettisoning all

external stores.

Key Features of the DCS: F-5E Tiger II:

Professional Flight Model that accurately mimics the performance and flight characteristics of this legendary fighter
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Highly detailed, six-degrees-of-freedom (6 DOF) cockpit

Interact with cockpit controls with your mouse

Fully modelled weapon system

Accurate F-5E model with multiple country markings

Detailed modelling of the F-5E instruments, engine, radios, fuel, electrical, and hydraulic systems

Single missions and full set of training missions will be created while in Early Access

Full and Quick Start manuals in Russian and English languages

Extended Campaign for the F-5E by Maple Flags Missions Developer (not included in the module package)
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Title: DCS: F-5E Tiger II
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Belsimtek
Publisher:
The Fighter Collection, Eagle Dynamics SA
Release Date: 2 Dec, 2016

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum system requirements: 
OS 64-bit Windows 7/8/10; DirectX11; CPU: Core i3 at 2.8GHz; RAM: 8 GB; Free hard disk space: 60 GB; Video: NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 770 / ATI R9 280X DirectX11); requires internet activation.

English,German,Russian,Czech,French,Simplified Chinese
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Pretty fun 3rd generation fighter, despite not being as capable as many other planes in this game. I mainly like to fly this for
bombing and strike missions, but with some practice you can also fly this plane like an air dominance fighter. This plane is
especially fun in low level, high speed flying inn VR. This plane is fairly simple due to the fact that it is so old, and so the
learning curve is pretty small compared to other planes in DCS.. he MiG-28 (\u041c\u0438\u0413-28 in Cyrillic script) is a twin-
engine, single or two-seat fighter jet operated by Soviet bloc air forces. As seen in Top Gun, it uses wingtip-mounted Vympel
K-13 (NATO reporting name "AA-2 Atoll") missiles as its primary air to air weapon (the Atoll is a reverse-engineered version
of the AIM-9 Sidewinder). MiG is highly maneuverable, but somewhat slower than the F-14 Tomcat.

In the Opening scenes of Top Gun, Lt. Pete "Maverick" Mitchell and his wingman Cougar squared off against MiG-28s with no
NATO reporting name and of unspecified nationality. These were nothing more than actually American Northrop F-5s, painted
black for better visibility when filming and to show their ominous status. The nation that flew the MiG-28s was not specified
whatsoever in the film but assumed to be the Soviet Union or another Communist state. In the script, American pilots were
warned that the MiG-28 was armed with the AM 39 Exocet, a French-made Anti-ship Missile not found in the inventory of
Soviet forces. In video games licensed from the films, the enemy planes are replaced with real Soviet aircraft, the MiG-29
"Fulcrum".. Pretty fun 3rd generation fighter, despite not being as capable as many other planes in this game. I mainly like to fly
this for bombing and strike missions, but with some practice you can also fly this plane like an air dominance fighter. This plane
is especially fun in low level, high speed flying inn VR. This plane is fairly simple due to the fact that it is so old, and so the
learning curve is pretty small compared to other planes in DCS.. Absolutely gorgeous. Has a little trouble keeping up with planes
like the F-14 and F-18, but a competent pilot can blast anything out of the sky. Perfect for a beginner, or someone who wants
something simple to fly out.. Absolutely gorgeous. Has a little trouble keeping up with planes like the F-14 and F-18, but a
competent pilot can blast anything out of the sky. Perfect for a beginner, or someone who wants something simple to fly out.. he
MiG-28 (\u041c\u0438\u0413-28 in Cyrillic script) is a twin-engine, single or two-seat fighter jet operated by Soviet bloc air
forces. As seen in Top Gun, it uses wingtip-mounted Vympel K-13 (NATO reporting name "AA-2 Atoll") missiles as its
primary air to air weapon (the Atoll is a reverse-engineered version of the AIM-9 Sidewinder). MiG is highly maneuverable, but
somewhat slower than the F-14 Tomcat.

In the Opening scenes of Top Gun, Lt. Pete "Maverick" Mitchell and his wingman Cougar squared off against MiG-28s with no
NATO reporting name and of unspecified nationality. These were nothing more than actually American Northrop F-5s, painted
black for better visibility when filming and to show their ominous status. The nation that flew the MiG-28s was not specified
whatsoever in the film but assumed to be the Soviet Union or another Communist state. In the script, American pilots were
warned that the MiG-28 was armed with the AM 39 Exocet, a French-made Anti-ship Missile not found in the inventory of
Soviet forces. In video games licensed from the films, the enemy planes are replaced with real Soviet aircraft, the MiG-29
"Fulcrum".. Absolutely gorgeous. Has a little trouble keeping up with planes like the F-14 and F-18, but a competent pilot can
blast anything out of the sky. Perfect for a beginner, or someone who wants something simple to fly out.. Pretty fun 3rd
generation fighter, despite not being as capable as many other planes in this game. I mainly like to fly this for bombing and
strike missions, but with some practice you can also fly this plane like an air dominance fighter. This plane is especially fun in
low level, high speed flying inn VR. This plane is fairly simple due to the fact that it is so old, and so the learning curve is pretty
small compared to other planes in DCS.
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he MiG-28 (\u041c\u0438\u0413-28 in Cyrillic script) is a twin-engine, single or two-seat fighter jet operated by Soviet bloc air
forces. As seen in Top Gun, it uses wingtip-mounted Vympel K-13 (NATO reporting name "AA-2 Atoll") missiles as its
primary air to air weapon (the Atoll is a reverse-engineered version of the AIM-9 Sidewinder). MiG is highly maneuverable, but
somewhat slower than the F-14 Tomcat.

In the Opening scenes of Top Gun, Lt. Pete "Maverick" Mitchell and his wingman Cougar squared off against MiG-28s with no
NATO reporting name and of unspecified nationality. These were nothing more than actually American Northrop F-5s, painted
black for better visibility when filming and to show their ominous status. The nation that flew the MiG-28s was not specified
whatsoever in the film but assumed to be the Soviet Union or another Communist state. In the script, American pilots were
warned that the MiG-28 was armed with the AM 39 Exocet, a French-made Anti-ship Missile not found in the inventory of
Soviet forces. In video games licensed from the films, the enemy planes are replaced with real Soviet aircraft, the MiG-29
"Fulcrum".
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